Introduction {#Sec1}
============

The analysis of phone call detail records (CDRs) is now recognized to represent a promising approach for contributing to the future of mental health research^[@CR1]^. For the data scientist, it gives the opportunity to model real-time human social activity on a digital way by combining the growing capability of computers with the massive amount of data generated by the daily use of the phone ubiquitous technology^[@CR2]^. For the health professional, it brings new tools enabling monitoring of numerous traits, as sleep, mood variation and social interaction of his patient to preserve his health and wellness through time^[@CR3]--[@CR5]^. Last years, combining the competences of both of these experts has shown a huge potential for enhancing the health care system in various aspects, by improving detection, screening and diagnosis of mental illness, but also by monitoring lifestyle and symptoms on a low-cost and non-invasive way by means of phone-generated passive data^[@CR6]^. As a consequence, this potential has materialized recently through a rich and expansive literature in the field of mobile health (e.g., see^[@CR7],[@CR8]^ for two recent reviews), so-called *mHealth*, but also in the specific field of CDRs analysis itself. (e.g., see^[@CR2],[@CR9]^ for two recent reviews). On the whole, this scientific literature emphasizes the increasingly potential of phone telecommunication datasets to be harnessed for modeling human activity at both population and individual levels^[@CR10]--[@CR12]^, as well as their interest to be used for good purpose, notably in health^[@CR13]^.

It is interesting to note that despite the great interest raised by such an approach, some aspects of CDRs analysis still require careful further study and discussion. Particularly, we can mention that no clear consensus exists among researchers in the use of the phone call direction parameter, which permits to distinguish outgoing from incoming phone calls in CDRs datasets^[@CR9]^. Presently, the use or not of this parameter often does depends on *a priori* decisions taken by researchers that are inconsistent regarding the level of investigation of their studies^[@CR14]--[@CR20]^. At aggregate-level for instance, we can mention the work led by^[@CR14]^ in which authors assess the overall population's phone call circadian activity by analyzing outgoing phone calls only. They exclude incoming ones because these last ones' may not depend on the activity pattern of the users' (^[@CR14]^ Page 3). On the contrary, at network-level, both outgoing and incoming phones calls are often considered when leading complex system analyses onto CDRs datasets^[@CR15],[@CR17]^. Nevertheless, in order to figure out stable, reciprocal, or undirected network structures' properties, the phone call direction parameter is often removed from such studies after the data pre-processing step. As acknowledged by other authors in a recent work, 'considering direction might convey a more nuanced interpretation of the notion of strength itself' although 'it would require introducing an additional hypothesis' (^[@CR16]^ Page 228). Interestingly, at individual-level, we note that combining outgoing and incoming data without distinction does also appear in general exploratory studies^[@CR18]^, whereas those specifically applied for a health purpose tend to distinguish both of them^[@CR19],[@CR20]^. In particular, in *mhealth*, removing the phone call direction parameter from the statistical analysis does not represent a common situation even though, to the best of our knowledge, no investigation specifically addressed the added-value of such a parameter in implementing statistical models. Actually, it must be pointed out that some of these studies in *mhealth* have provided relevant results when analyzing outgoing and incoming phone calls separately^[@CR19],[@CR20]^. Particularly, we can mention the work in^[@CR19]^ in which the phone activity of 29 patients with bipolar depression, and having moderate to severe levels of depressive and manic symptoms, over a 12 weeks period was analyzed. In this study, authors conclude that the more severe the depressive symptoms (1) the more the patient receives phone calls, and (2) fewer outgoing calls are made. In contrast, the more severe the manic symptoms the more the patient send outgoing text message. Hence, by taking advantage of the direction parameter in CDRs, authors show the existence of relevant insights based on the directed nature of phone calls/text messages regarding the health state of the individual, although this direction is not the primary outcome of the study. Nevertheless, we also have to mention that no additional investigation is made to explicitly quantify the real interest of such a parameter, which exhibits two clear limits in finding.

First, as mentioned in a recent systematic review^[@CR7]^ about correlations between analyzed passive data and depressive mood symptoms in patients, numerous studies have reported discrepancies, or even contradictory, results when measuring the degree of relation between social interaction data, such as call conversations and text messages, and the depressive symptoms of the individual. Thus, cautious is needed when considering results of^[@CR19]^. Authors of the corresponding review^[@CR7]^ stress these different findings and conclude in the need of consistency in analysis. However, we can argue that it also seems plausible that such differences could, logically, underline the existence of different phone-usage habits in humans. All in all, further investigations are needed to investigate the relevance of such potential habits in a *mHealth* context. Second, to the best of our knowledge, as previously done in most *mHealth* studies (e.g. see^[@CR7],[@CR8]^ for two recent reviews on the subject), the present work carried out in^[@CR19]^ analyses outgoing and incoming data separately without mentioning their intrinsic relation with the concept of action-reaction in social interactions. Consequently, previous articles do not investigate the existence of a balance between activity and reactivity in phone calls and its plausible relation with the individual's depressive state. In human, this principle of action-reaction between the individual and his environment, called "*enaction*"^[@CR21]^, is however fundamental for defining, at least in part, the notion of behavior^[@CR22]^. What is more, in the field of social psychology, there are numerous evidences that different properties of the individual's social environment, including social interactions, may have a profound effect on the health and well-being of individuals^[@CR23]--[@CR26]^. In particular, the notion of 'social support' -- that refers to "positive interaction or helpful behavior provided to a person in need of support" (^[@CR27]^ Hupcey Page 2) -- may play a crucial role for both physical and mental health issues^[@CR26],[@CR28]^, via notably the loneliness phenomena^[@CR29]^. This last one can be defined as a negative emotional state corresponding to a misalignment between desired and achieved social interaction patterns^[@CR30]^. It has been found to be largely negatively correlated with the social support perceived by the individual^[@CR29]^. In later life, its role may be directly associated with the existence of severe mental health issues as depression^[@CR31]^. Hence, all in all, analyzing outgoing and incoming social interactions occurring through phone seems a relevant way to address the existence of different phone-usage habits in human, but also to propose a quantification of the phenomena of social support in order to estimate its association with the individual's depressive state.

In this train of thought, this paper is designed to investigate the interest of the phone call direction parameter in CDRs analysis for an older population. We specifically address two main issues: (1) the existence of a general phone call habit in the older adult regarding the direction of his phone calls, and (2) the existence of a relation between such a habit and the depressive health state of the individual. To this end, we use a 12-successive-month dataset that combines CDRs and geriatric depressive scales (GDS) results of 26 volunteers older than 65 years. On the whole, our results show the existence of three clusters of phone call habits named (1) *proactive*, (2) *interactive*, and (3) *reactive*. Interestingly, by introducing two asymmetry indicators, namely (1) the asymmetry coefficient, and (2) the skewness coefficient, that permit to quantify and to synthesize these three phone call habits, we find a significant correlation between them and the GDS score obtained by the older individual. In particular, we observe that older individuals having a r*eactive* habit obtain GDS results significantly higher than the other ones. In contrast, individuals obtaining a GDS lower than 10 tend to have asymmetry coefficients with positive values. The significance and limitations of this study are discussed and a future research direction is proposed.

Results {#Sec2}
=======

Results presented in this section follow an approach divided into two successive processes, namely (1) we analyze the asymmetry in phone call activity in older adults by comparing outgoing phone calls with incoming phone calls, and (2) we synthesize these results by means of asymmetry indicators to assess the existence of a relation between asymmetry in phone call activity and the depressive health state of the older individual assessed by the GDS.

Three distinct clusters of phone call activity are observed in older adults {#Sec3}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows the outgoing phone call activity and the incoming phone call activity of each individual calculated by month. By comparing outgoing and incoming phone calls by means of appropriate Wilcoxon comparison tests with a p-value set at 0.05 (see data analysis in Methods section), results figure out the existence of three distinct behaviors in phone call habits, named: (1) *proactive*, (2) *interactive*, and (3) *reactive*.Figure 1Phone call activity behaviors in older population regarding the monthly number of phone calls and their direction. Bold lines represent outgoing phone calls whereas thin lines represent incoming ones. For each individual, the total average of his monthly number of phone calls is represented by a black dot, whereas the corresponding standard deviation is represented by an error bar. Here, we observe three distinct clusters in older adults: (1) those who phone more than they respond to their incoming phone calls (*proactive* users), (2) those who phone as much as they respond to their incoming phone calls (*interactive* users), and (3) those who phone less than they respond to their incoming phone calls (*reactive* users). Such behaviors emphasize the fact that, behind the phone ubiquitous status, different phone call activity use-cases exist in older adults.

Descriptive statistics are summarized in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}. Results show that considering the overall population without behavioral distinction among individuals conducts to misleading interpretations. Indeed, regarding the overall population, the monthly average of the outgoing phone calls' number is close to the number of incoming ones with respectively 77 (SD = 53) versus 79 (SD = 37) monthly phone calls. In contrast, considering users according to their behavioral cluster leads to other interpretations. On the one hand, *proactive* users phone more than they respond to phone calls with respectively 135 (SD = 19) versus 78 (SD = 15) monthly phone calls in average. On the other hand, *reactive* users phone less than they respond to phone calls with respectively 42 (SD = 19) versus 88 (SD = 54) monthly phone calls in average. Only *interactive* users phone as much as they respond to phone calls with respectively 68 (SD = 19) versus 65 (SD = 20) monthly phone calls in average. Then, regarding each of these *proactive*, *interactive*, and *reactive* clusters, correlation analyses show a significant positive relation between the monthly number of outgoing phone calls and the monthly number of incoming phone calls (p-values \< 1e-06) with a Pearson's rho equals to, respectively, 0.53, 0.74, and 0.62. Additionally, the slope and the intercept of the corresponding linear regressions, regarding each cluster, confirm the existence of three distinct behaviors in phone call habits. Last, by assessing the agreement of the relation existing between outgoing and incoming phone calls, Bland-Altman graphical analyses displayed on Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} confirm the existence of a bias of interpretation when considering only the phone call activity of the overall population without distinction between clusters. This bias is suggested by the shape of the scatter plot, which seems to follow several, different and opposite trends, but also by the wide interval of 95%-limit of agreement (−122--118). Then, considering each cluster independently, a bias represented by a positive mean of differences and by a negative one does also exist for *proactive* and for *reactive* users with a value of respectively 57 and −47. This bias is close to zero (−2) for *interactive* users. Taken together, all these statistical results emphasize the existence of different behaviors in phone call activity in older adults. In particular, two insights stand out: (1) the overall phone call activity of the population is not necessary representative of individuals who show distinct behaviors in phoning, and (2) when considering these behaviors, there is no evidence in neglecting the directed nature of phone calls because of the significant differences existing between outgoing phone calls and incoming phone calls.Figure 2Bland-Altman plot for outgoing phone calls and incoming phone calls. Individuals are represented by dots whose colors are assigned according to the individual's general phone call activity behavior. On this figure, two points stand out: (1) the general bias of difference between the monthly number of outgoing phone calls and the monthly number of outgoing phone calls is low for the overall population, but (2) when considering each clusters of phone call activity, we observe that only *interactive* users seem to have such a low bias, whereas there is a sharp contrast between *Proactive* users and *Reactive* phone users. In short, there is a low agreement between outgoing phone calls and incoming phone calls depending on the considered cluster of phone call activity. Taken together, these observations emphasize the fact that different behaviors exist in phone call activity in older adults. In particular, depending on these behaviors, there is no evidence in neglecting the phone call activity direction when leading statistical analysis.

Phone calls' asymmetry indicators permit to characterize *proactive*, *interactive*, and *reactive* users {#Sec4}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To characterize the three clusters described above with simple metrics, we measure the balance in phone call activity in older adults by introducing two asymmetry indicators, named (1) the asymmetry coefficient AC, and (2) the Skewness coefficient SC (see Asymmetry Indicators in Methods).

Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows the values taken by these asymmetry indicators values, calculated each month of the year for each individual. On the whole, *proactive* and *reactive* users are characterized by a wide range of, respectively, positive and negative values, while *interactive* users are characterized by both values oscillating around zero, but also by a few highly positive and negative ones. By using Kruskall-Wallis comparison tests based on both AC and SC, we then confirm that *proactive*, *interactive*, and *reactive* individuals originate from three different distributions. This result confirms the ability of asymmetry indicators for characterizing each of these three behavioral clusters. In particular, we can mention that, although AC and SC provide similar results, their values do not follow a completely similar distribution. Actually, as illustrated on Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, SC tends to 'compress' values around zero and to dilate the other ones in comparison with AC values. This aspect implies that using SC when characterizing the users' behavior may conduct to more insist on those with a prominent *proactive* or *reactive* behavior and to less consider the other ones. In comparison, AC more insists on individuals with values around zero.Figure 3Asymmetry in phone call activity behaviors in older population regarding the outgoing and incoming monthly number of phone calls. For each cluster of phone call activity, the asymmetry coefficient and the information of direction values are calculated for each individual at each month. Their association is then represented by a dot displayed onto the corresponding panel. Here, the dot's color is assigned according to the individual's general phone call activity behavior. On this figure, we can observe that while *proactive* and *reactive* users are characterized by a wide range of, respectively, positive and negative values, *interactive* users are characterized by both values oscillating around zeros, but also by a few highly positive and negative ones. Thus, taken together, these observations highlight the existence of variations between *proactive*, *reactive*, and *interactive* users, as well as the asymmetry indicator' ability in catching their characteristics.

Interest of asymmetry indicators for assessing depression in older adults {#Sec5}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Figures [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} show the distribution of GDS score in older adults according to their asymmetry indicators. Since individuals were tested regarding their depressive state up to three times during the year of observation, and because the date of each test does not necessarily correspond to the end of a month, we keep in this part only CDRs matching with the 4-weeks period of time before the date corresponding to each health test, for each individual. We then calculate asymmetry indicators corresponding to each of these 4-week periods. On the whole, it stands out that older adults having a negative asymmetry value tend to have more depressive symptoms than the other ones. This observation is confirmed for each AC and SC indicators by means of a Mann-Whitney comparison test under the null hypothesis {H~0~: GDS scores of older adults belonging to the *reactive* cluster are higher than those of others participants} which is not rejected with a p-value \> 0.05. Interestingly, we also observe on the two figures that, while most of GDS scores strictly lower than 10 correspond to positive values of asymmetry, it also appears that quite a few positive values of asymmetry correspond to GDS scores higher than 10. It results from this particular situation that, by using a correlation analysis between GDS score and each of the asymmetry indicators, two significant (p-values \< 0.05) but moderate negative Pearson's rho are obtained: (1) −0.43 for AC, and (2) −0.40 for SC. Taken together, these results show that, while a *reactive* phone call activity tends to be associated with individuals having mild or severe depressive GDS scores, the *proactive* cluster contains both normal and depressive persons.Figure 4Geriatric Depression Scale values' distribution according to asymmetry coefficient values. Here, dots correspond to the association between the individual's GDS value and the individual's asymmetry coefficient value calculated from CDRs over the 4-week period before the date at which the older adult passed the GDS test. Their colors are assigned according to the individual's general phone call activity behavior. On this figure, we observe that individuals with a negative asymmetry coefficient tend to obtain a high GDS score corresponding mostly to mild depression. In contrast, individuals obtaining a low GDS score tend to have a positive asymmetry coefficient.Figure 5Geriatric Depression Scale values' distribution according to the skewness coefficient values. Dots correspond to the association between the individual's GDS value and the individual's skewness coefficient value calculated from CDRs over the 4-week period before the date at which the older adult passed the GDS test. Their colors are assigned according to the individual's general phone call activity behavior. On this figure, we observe that, similarly to the asymmetry coefficient, individuals with a negative value of their skewness coefficient tend to obtain a high GDS score corresponding mostly to mild depression. In contrast, individuals obtaining a low GDS score tend to have a positive value of information of direction.

Discussion {#Sec6}
==========

The use of the phone call direction parameter in CDRs analysis is still under-investigated in the current literature. In this paper, we propose to address this issue in a mental health context in a population of older adults. By using the concept of action-reaction in human behavior, we show that distinguishing outgoing phone calls and incoming phone calls leads to observe three different clusters in older adults, named (1) *proactive*, (2) *interactive*, and (3) *reactive*. We then introduce two asymmetry indicators which permit to synthetize these three phone call habits. We show the existence of a significant relation between each of these asymmetry indicators and the depressive health state of the older individual. Taken together, these results suggest the existence of relevant health-related insights contained in CDRs datasets when the phone call direction parameter is investigated.

Interestingly, on a psychological aspect, these results are in line with one of major assumptions of the behavioral theory of depression, as defined in the *Lewinsohn approach*, namely: "a low rate of response-contingent positive reinforcement acts as an eliciting stimulus for some depressive behaviors, such as feelings of dysphoria, fatigue, and other somatic symptoms^[@CR32]^", page 151). Under such an assumption, we could make two associations regarding phone call habits. On the one hand, social interactions through phone calls could be perceived as response-contingent, where response-contingent designates events experienced by a person that are made rewarding or unpleasant according to the nature of the response to a stimulus. On the other hand the existence of specific conditions in phone calls, as those with the restrain social network - friends and family -, specific discussions, or even the frequency of calls through the day, can define the positive/negative nature of the response to such a stimulus. In this train of thought, and based on our observations, it is plausible that positive values of asymmetry of phone call activity could be considered as a reflector of the concept of response-contingent positive reinforcement "*resconposre*"^[@CR32]^ in older adults because of the negative correlation exhibited between asymmetry and GDS score. Also, complementary interpretations may be obtained by replacing this theory of reinforcement^[@CR32]^ in the specific context of social psychology. Notably, we can make a parallel here between the asymmetry value calculated from phone call activity and the notion of social support that does represent a fundamental property of the older adult's social environment^[@CR33],[@CR34]^. There are actually both theoretical and practical evidences that this social property play a determinant role for mental health^[@CR28]--[@CR31]^, being associated with risky situations such as loneliness^[@CR29]^ and social isolation^[@CR35]^. In the present paper, these risky situations could potentially be reflected by a negative asymmetry value that highlights the fact that social solicitations originating from the older adult are lower than those received by him. This social discrepancy could be the sign of an intensification of the social support receiving by the older adult because of a particular situation alerting his close social network. Conversely, a positive asymmetry value could be the sign of a social environment' solicitation decrease because of the absence of such an alert. Thus, as such, social asymmetry could be interpreted here according to two mechanisms (1) a reinforcement mechanism centered around the individual, and (2) a social support mechanism centered around the social environment. Taken together, the interest of the social asymmetry notion introduced in the present paper could reside (1) in permitting to model social interactions in accordance with these two mechanisms centered around two distinct axes -- the individual and his social environment -- but also (2) in proposing a social indicator measuring the balance between the social interactions occurring from these two axes, through respectively outgoing and incoming phone calls. Based on these assumptions, three main consequences stand out on a clinical aspect:The present findings suggest that the phone device can be perceived as a social activity sensor whose passively generated data can reflect depressive symptoms of the older individual.We provide two metrics that permit to assess the existence of such symptoms by measuring asymmetry in social interactions.By using these two metrics calculated on passively collected data, we propose an automatic and non-invasive help for diagnosis tool that could be harnessed for earlier depressive symptoms detection in the older individual. This tool has the potential to provide him better and earlier guidance to the health practitioner based on objective social activity data measurements, and represents a complementary approach to subjective self-reports usually harnessed today^[@CR36]^. Besides, because it is non-invasive and related to social interactions, such a tool could also be complementary with other innovative methods already existing in *mhealth*^[@CR37],[@CR38]^, as with more classical approaches in Telemedecine, e.g., actigraphy which provides relevant results in physical activity monitoring of the individual but that dismisses other forms of activity as social interactions^[@CR39]--[@CR43]^.

However, to conclude on the significance of our results, a number of caveats and limitations have to be taken into account. Indeed, since we lead a descriptive analysis based on a relatively rich but small sample of 26 older individuals, any straightforward generalization of our results to the overall population might be avoided. Especially, since the proposed approach is, at the best of our knowledge, the first one that specifically investigates the phone call direction parameter by combining CDRs analysis with health data in older adults, whether and how similar results could be observed under different conditions, or in different sets of data, remain to be investigated. This could imply working on larger datasets, but also, more broadly, in leading analyses on different populations, such as young, disabled, or chronically ill individuals for instance.

Then, we have to insist on the fact that, although our results show the existence of a significant correlation between asymmetry in phone call activity and the depressive health state of the older individual, such a relation may not be necessary linear. Indeed, we observe in our sample that, among *proactive* users, quite a few obtain a GDS score under 10 whereas others obtain a GDS score corresponding to mild and severe depression. This implies two major points: (1) *proactive* activity in phone calls could possibly be divided itself into different sub-clusters containing both healthy and depressive individuals, and (2) depression could be found in both *reactive* and *proactive* clusters. Such insights could be in line with the co-existence of different forms of mental disorders in the individual, as anxiety and depression for instance^[@CR44],[@CR45]^, and they could also explain, at least in part, the discrepancies in measures reported in recent studies^[@CR7]^. Actually, it is plausible that individuals soliciting their social network more than responding to their solicitation could correspond both to healthy individuals as *social explorer* for instance^[@CR46]^, but also to persons marked by a transitory emotional state as anxiety or suffering from a particular manic episode. Similarly, we can interpret that individuals having a prominent *reactive* attitude could correspond both to depressive persons, but also, simpler, to persons having a weak usage of the phone device or just to persons preferring to engage in conversation through other media supports as text messages or virtual social network for instance.

Consequently, as such, asymmetry in phone call activity, as other 'objective' passive measurements from phone datasets, should not have to be interpreted as an established and immutable health-related outcome rather a useful insight in *mHealth* which deserves to be included in multivariate analysis to offer more nuances in statistical analysis. Particularly, in health monitoring, such an inclusion could be valuable when combining machine learning models with the digital phenotyping concept^[@CR47],[@CR48]^. Such an approach could permit, indeed, to enrich the 'digital behavior' of the individual using passive data of social interaction, which could potentially improve the performance of interpretable decision algorithms. In this train of thought, using machine learning models in *mHealth* by taking advantage of asymmetry indicators are included in our immediate plan. We believe that such an approach could provide an opportunity for assessing the relevance of the digital phenotyping concept^[@CR48]^ for contributing to the future of mental health research and, more broadly, to investigate the interest of new technologies in improving health care monitoring.

Methods {#Sec7}
=======

Data collection and volunteers recruitment {#Sec8}
------------------------------------------

Our dataset includes 12 months of CDRs of 26 older volunteers (20 women, 6 men; median age: 84 years; range: 71--91 years). CDRs were collected on their personal phone(s) and provided by their network communication operator. Each phone call detail record contains the date, hour, source used-ID, destination user-ID, direction and duration of the call (in seconds). Additionally, individuals having several phones registered by their network communication operator, for instance one or more landline phone(s) and/or one or more mobile phone(s), provided CDRs for all of them. Note that the identity of individuals and their phone contacts were anonymized. Then, in addition to CDRs datasets, participants passed a test every three months during the period of observation, with a health professional using, among others, the Geriatric Depression Scale (GDS) that assesses depression. The GDS is a 30-item questionnaire which is specifically designed for the depression assessment in elderly populations^[@CR49]^. By calculating a GDS score based on the responses given to a binary ('yes-no') questionnaire, this scale permits to classify the older individual among three categories of subjects, namely (1) normal (score \<10), (2) mildly depressed (9 \< score \< 20), and (3) severely depressed persons (score \>19). Note that relying on GDS in depression assessment in older adults is motivated both by its frequent use in clinical practice, which is emphasized in the current literature^[@CR50]^, as by the existence of a French and validated version of such a test^[@CR51]^.

This study and the corresponding experimental protocols were approved by the French Commission for Data Protection and Liberties (CIL Register France Telecom 2011 n°44) at which the data collection phase of this project was originally initiated. All methods were performed in accordance with its regulations, written informed consent was obtained from all participants prior to data collection, and anonymization of participants' data was applied ensuring privacy requirements.

Data pre-processing step {#Sec9}
------------------------

As participants did not enroll the survey at the same time, and because the time of inclusion varies among them, we filter the CDRs dataset by selecting the time interval where most of the participants were enrolled in order to analyze CDRs extracted from the exactly similar time period. We then pre-process this CDRs dataset by selecting only participants who used their phone throughout the entire observation time period (12-month period) and who passed at least one health test. This procedure results on a set of 19 individuals as shown on Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. Additionally, note that only the incoming phone calls for which the individual responded were used in our analysis (i.e., dismissed incoming phone calls were removed).Table 1Call detail records dataset structure before and after data preprocessing.Before preprocessingAfter preprocessingNumber of participants (according sex)26 (F = 20, M = 6)19 (F = 14, M = 5)Age range \[min; max\] (years)\[71; 91\]\[71; 91\]Averaged age (±standard-deviation) (years)84 (±4)84 (±5)Total number of calls: outgoing; incoming19198; 2006217472; 17999Number of calls by individual, 1st quartile: outgoing; incoming285; 579547; 634Number of calls by individual, median: outgoing; incoming590; 718723; 903Number of calls by individual, 3rd quartile: outgoing; incoming944; 9471140; 1100Table 2Descriptive statistics about the three phone call activity behaviors.All participantsProactive participantsInteractive participantsReactive participantsNumber of participants19658Monthly number of outgoing phone calls: Mean (SD)77 (53)135 (19)68 (19)42 (19)Monthly number of incoming phone calls: Mean (SD)79 (37)78 (15)65 (20)88 (54)Pearson's r; p-value0.27; 5.10e-050.53; 1.66e-060.74; 1.47e-60.62; 1.09e-11Regression coefficient \*: α; β49; 0.3545; 1.1511; 0.8019; 0.26Mean of differences (limits of 95%-confidence interval)−2 (−122--118)57 (−46--159)−2 (−37--33)−47 (−138--45)Descriptive statistics, correlation, regression, and Bland-Altman parameters for the monthly number of outgoing and incoming phone calls: all participants and by clusters. SD: standard deviation. \*From the regression equation: *N*^*outgoing*^ = *α* + *β*. *N*^*incoming*^, where *N*^*outgoing*^ is the monthly number of outgoing phone calls variable and *N*^*incoming*^ is the monthly number of incoming phone calls variable.

Asymmetry indicators {#Sec10}
--------------------

In order to characterize the individual's phone call habit regarding the direction of his phone calls, we introduce two metrics measuring the balance between outgoing and incoming phone call activities, named (1) the asymmetry coefficient (AC), and (2) the skewness coefficient (SC).

Asymmetry coefficient {#Sec11}
---------------------

We define the asymmetry coefficient, *AC*, between the number of outgoing phone calls and the number of incoming phone calls of one individual at a given time as:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$AC(x,y)=\frac{out-in}{out+in}$$\end{document}$$where *out* represents the number of outgoing phone calls, and *in* represents the number of incoming phone calls.

Hence, the *AC* values vary between −1 and 1, where 1 is obtained when *in* is equal to zero (and *AC* tends to 1 when *in* becomes negligible with respect to *out*), where −1 is obtained when *out* is equal to zero (and *AC* tends to −1 when *out* becomes negligible with respect to *in*), and where 0 is obtained when *out* is equal to *in*. Thus, a high absolute value of *AC* reports a strong imbalance between the individual's outgoing and incoming phone call activities, whereas a low absolute value reports more balance.

Skewness coefficient {#Sec12}
--------------------

Similarly to *AC*, we define the skewness coefficient, *SC*, between the number of outgoing phone calls and the number of incoming phone calls of one individual at a given time as:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$H(out,in)=-(\frac{out}{out+in}{\log }_{2}(\frac{out}{out+in})+\,\frac{in}{out+in}{\log }_{2}(\frac{in}{out+in}))$$\end{document}$. Similarly to *AC*, the *SC* values vary between −1 and 1, where 1 (respectively −1) is obtained when there is a total certitude to predict that, given one phone call of an individual and knowing his general phone call activity behavior, this phone call should correspond to an outgoing (respectively incoming) one. Inversely, a total incertitude corresponds to a *SC* value equal to zero.

Data analysis {#Sec13}
-------------

CDRs data are presented in the form of monthly, i.e., 4-weeks, number of phone calls over a total period of 12 months. Their analysis is divided in two successive processes, namely (1) the evaluation of balance in the older individual's phone call activity regarding his outgoing and incoming phone calls, and (2) the investigation of a relation between such a balance and the depressive health state of the older individual.

Evaluating asymmetry in phone call activity in older adults considering the phone call direction parameter {#Sec14}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In order to investigate asymmetry in phone call activity in older adults regarding their outgoing and incoming phone calls, we distinguish individuals phoning more than responding to phone calls (*proactive* users), from those having an inverse behavior (*reactive* users). To this end, we compare the differences between the monthly number of outgoing phone calls and the monthly number of incoming ones, for each individual, using Wilcoxon signed-rank tests. These tests are based under the null hypothesis {H~0~: monthly number of outgoing phone calls ≥ monthly number of incoming phone calls}, which is rejected if the older individual has a r*eactive* behavior. In the case where H~0~ is not rejected, *proactive* users are then distinguished from those having an outgoing phone call activity similar to their incoming phone call activity (*interactive* users) by using Wilcoxon signed-rank tests under the null hypothesis {H~0~: monthly number of outgoing phone calls = monthly number of incoming phone calls}. We further analyze the association between the outgoing phone call activity and the incoming phone call activity by means of the Pearson's correlation coefficient. Bland-Altman plots are then used to evaluate the agreement between both of these phone call activities. Last, in order to synthesize results about these three different phone behaviors, and to statistically confirm the existence of three distinct clusters, we introduce two asymmetry indicators characterizing the older individual's asymmetry in his phone call activity regarding the phone call direction parameter. Hence, we verify that *proactive*, *interactive*, and *reactive* individuals originate from three different distributions using the Kruskal-Wallis comparisons test for each of these asymmetry indicators.

Evaluating the relation between asymmetry in phone call activity and depression in older adults {#Sec15}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In order to evaluate the relation between balance in phone call activity and depression in older adults, we measure the relation between both of the asymmetry indicators and the older individual's GDS score by means of the Pearson's correlation coefficient. The level of significance was set as p \< 0.05 in all statistical tests. All statistical calculations were completed using the R software environment (version 3.1.0; R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria).
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